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The literature of the last four years has confirmed, what was known before, that any treatment in which the physician believed would be followed by apparent cure.
Many writers, apparently little familiar with the pre-war work, have been satisfied when they had evolved methods which removed the symptoms in hand, and have believed that by accomplishing so much they had done all that was necessary or possible. Their publications, however, have not done much to solve the real problem. Janet [1] , writing with prophetic insight a few months before the outbreak of war, said: "Le temple d'Itsculape a gueri des milliers de malades, Lourdes a gu6ri des milliers de malades, le magnetism animal a gu6ri des milliers de malades, la ' Christian Science' a gueri des milliers de malades, la suggestion hypnotique a gu6ri des milliers de malades et la psycho-analyse a gueri des milliers de malades; ce sont 1a des choses incontestables." 'Others had written in this strain, yet we have had long discussions about the importance of electricity, about the necessity of accomplishing cure at a single sitting, about the value of an atmosphere of cure-the advocates of a particular method being unaware that though these things might be of moment in their own practice, they were not so of necessity in that of anyone else. The briefest reflection on Janet's words satisfies us that belief will remove many nervous symptoms, that the success of the method employed is no criterion of its foundation on truth, and that, if we are to have a rational therapy, we must endeavour to ascertain what is behind these manifestations, which are the outward sign of something. We must cease to be content with mere primary cures. If we can do this we shall be in a better way to prevent these too frequent relapses, which have so greatly marred the war work of all the belligerents.
In a recent paper [2] on war hysteria, published in the Lancet, an attempt was made to show that there was no fundamental difference between hysteria and what is termed neurasthenia or anxiety state, that the mere removal of obvious hysterical manifestations was an inadequate method of treatmenlt, and that there was an underlying anxiety. to be dealt with. It was pointed out that this could commonly be accomplished by ordinary conversational methods-the elaborate technique of psycho-analysis being rarely called for. It is proposed now to demonstrate that these propositions are as applicable to civilian as to military. cases, although the causes of anxiety in them are often further to seek. Every neurosis is preceded by anxiety, usually by one which tends to be prolonged or to recur frequently. The individual does not succeed in adapting himself to it, and one of two things occurs. Either he struggles to continue in the environibent of his misery, in which case he will acquire the symptoms often called neurasthenic, gradually becoming more inefficient and feeling more ill; or some sudden symptom appears such as paralysis, which obviously unfits him for the environment and he escapes from it. This sudden synmptom, called hysterical, may be the prolongation of a defence or emotional reaction, or be the continuation of the disability caused by a real, though perhaps slight, injury. Its removal will probably, actually or potentially, place the patient once more in the impossible environment-hence its presence gives little trouble. The patient does not feel ill or concerned about his state. If the symptom is removed, as it can be by any form of persuasion that is believed in, and the anxiety is not dealt with, it will soon recur or the patient will present neurasthenic symptoms.
The suggestion has been made that when an hysteric becomes a neurasthenic after the disappearance of his obvious disability, the phenomenon is not a natural one but an artefact produced by the physician. Such a possibility is conceivable, and requires consideration. In the article referred to stress was laid on this, and on the necessity of avoiding any suggestion, whether by word, tone or look, which could lead the patient to suppose that any symptom was expected. It would, however, be difficult to prove that one had not suggested subsequent neurasthenic symptoms in any given case where one had removed the hysterical manifestation. Fortunately examples may be found where a 'spontaneous cure of hysterical manifestations has been followed by the appearance of neurasthenic manifestations, no doctor being in attendance to make evil insinuations. Case I.-N. W. came under care in October, 1918, suffering from feelings of being run down, poor memory, difficulty of concentration, and depression. These symptoms had been present since September, 1917. lie had been buried in December, 1916, and had become aphonic. The aphonia persisted, but he was transferred to the R.A.M.C. in June, 1917, and worked as orderly in a home hospital. The aphonia improved gradually without treatment: when asked when it finally disappeared he replied " about September, 1917," the date of the onset of his neurasthenic symptoms. At the time he was happy and contented in his work, stated that he had no anxieties nor had he had any illness. Confronted with the fact that the onset of the present symptoms coincided with the disappearance of the aphonia, he readily admitted that this was true; but the coincidence seemed to him meaningless. He was told that there was some connexion, and was invited to search his memory to try to ascertain in what frame of mind he was at the time. He remembered that he had been feeling extremely well until the aphonia had cleared, that he had then thought that his life had been rather dull, and that as he would soon be sent back to France and get killed' he would now have as good a time as possible before that occurred. Then his neurasthenic symptoms developed.
Here at any rate the proof is clear that medical interference had nothing to do with the change from an hysteria which did not inconimode to an anxiety state which did so exceedingly. Such histories are common -enough. The case illustrates also that, without deep analysis, the complex which underlies the whole neurosis may be brought to light. The method employed is as follows: a full ordinary history of the patient is taken. He is listened to for as long as he wishes to speak; he is given the chance of telling everything. He is questioned about any functions he may have omitted. His past history is inquired into. He is then examined clinically from top to toe, and any special examination, bacteriological or otherwise, is undertaken before the attempt is made to follow up any particular symptom by the method about to be described. If the history is taken in such a manner as to give the patient the chance of saying everything he wants to say, all the facts necessary for comprehension may be obtained by it alone. A patient who sees that his doctor regards his history as important, becomnes very communicative and, in the midst of talking of some indifferent matter, may blurt out, " I wish to tell you something I have never told anyone before," and may there and then make a communication which explains everything. The followers of Freud have never' wearied of saying that an anamnesis is a totally different thing from an analysis, that an analysis reveals matters which no history possibly could. In his book on psycho-analysis, Brill tells a story in support of this. The outcome of a long investigation into a young lady's dreams showed that. she wanted to marry a young man of whom her mother did not approve, and that,she had sometimes wished that her mother was dead. Parturiunt montes, nascetur ridiculus nius. Everyone who takes histories at all is told stories quite as shocking. In most cases, however, the history does not finish the case, and if it has been proved that the symptoms do not depend on physical disease, the patient is told that this is so, and he is asked whether he had any anxiety at the time of their onset. He will probably say that he had not; and is told that he most likely had some anxiety but that he has forgotten it. The investigation so far has probably taken up about an hour, which is enough for one sitting with any patient, and he is invited to think over this matter of anxiety before the next meeting. When this takes place the date of onset of the symptoms is sought for. The patient is asked when he thought that they began. He is then asked whether he is sure that he did not have some of them, say a month or longer before that time. To find this out he is 'asked to remember where he was at such anterior time, to think what he was doing, and to picture the whole circumstances without any reference specially to the symrptoms themselves. Almost always he will report that he had some previous attacks. He is then made to go back in the same way till something is lighted on which is a satisfactory explanation of the phenomena.
Case II-C. P., aged 32, always fainted in hot weather. He believed that this was due to some effect of heat on the strength of his heart muscle. He was asked to think back in the manner described, and it was discovered that ten years previously he had undergone a great strain. At that time he was 23 years old; his father had died suddenly, he was the eldest of a large family, and had become responsible for the others. On a very hot day as he sat pondering over his' difficulties he fainted, and afterwards had always done so in hot weather. The cause seemed inadequate, and he was instructed to pursue his research. In a few minutes he said that he recollected that he had often fainted before that date, but that then it had always been in cold weather. This discovery surprised him very greatly, and of course shattered the weather theory at a blow. He now went back winter by winter, and remembered many faints in cold weatber, until he came to a bad day at about the age of 6. He was now asked to recall all about the house he was then living in, and to associate all the surroundings in his mind. Soon he recollected that he had had terrifying dreams the night before, but he could not recall what they were. Then he remembered being awakened out of sleep by a cat jumping on to his face-a sufficiently terrifying experience for a little boy. The next day he had had paroxysms of terror and had fainted often. The weather at the time had been very cold. It is not very difficult to understand why he had changed over to hot weather when his father died. In itself the incident would not have been a strong enough stimulus to initiate faintings, but he had by now learned to meet all difficulties by this reaction-it had become the easy way of escape from a disagreeable environment. He had always ascribed it to weather of some kind: extremes of all sorts are held responsible for illness, and so he passed easily from cold to hot. This is a more plausible explanation of the phenomena than the obvious CEdipus' complex to which the Freudian could soon have led this patient after the first hot weather faint, associated as it was with the father's death. These memories were worked out in about half an hour, which may be looked on as an average time for a task of the kind. When he arrived at the cat episode, he was certain that no recollection of it had come into his consciousness since the time of the event itself.
The question arises whether it was essential to work out the history; in this case it was. The weather was warm when he came under observation, and the intermittent hysterical symptom of fainting was frequent. Vigorous persuasion-i.e., the strong assurance that his heart was healthy, and that he had no disease that could cause fainting, had already been tried without benefit; but after the matter had been sifted to the bottom, though the weather continued hot, there were no more attacks.
A further question arises, why should it be helpful to ascertain the original cause? At the outset these faints were beneficial. They enabled the child to escape for the time from an intolerable memory. Later, anything associated with this memory might have brought it into consciousness; the faints prevented this undesirable occurrence. Though the importance of the incident got less as the years went on, the day when the patient was prepared to face this unknown horror never arrived. As the matter had never been permitted to come into consciousness, as he really did not know that it was there, this is not surprising. But when he was told that undoubtedly something was there, he. succeeded in remembering it, and saw that it had no relevance to his life now. With that, fear departed.
It is not always necessary that the physician should be with the patient while the search is being carried out. If there is much pressure of time, and the method is explained, many a patient will find the answer to the problem by himself, and bring the answer in a day or two. Case III.-C. S. suffered from enuresis. It had been present since childh-ood at various periods of his life. While he was being examined he was asked to lie on his back.. He said that he could not, that whenever he tried to do so, he experienced such a choking sensation that he would be obliged to get up at once. He could assign no cause for either symptom, but in a couple of days he was aware of the explanation. About twenty years before, when he was a little boy, he had been set upon by two bull dogs. H-e had been pinned to the ground, and his throat had been seized, so that,he had felt he would be choked. He had wetted himself, and since then had been liable to repeat this in times of stress, while the other symptom had been present whenever he tried to lie on his back. At this interview he lay on his.back with ease. Case IV.-A. B. came under care on account of neurasthenic symptoms. He underwent a rest cure, in the course of which the explanation was given that his symptoms would disappear if only he would not regard them with anxiety. They disappeared-i.e., he was treated by a method dependent on belief, with the usual result-relief from the symptoms for a time. He then got up and went for a walk. On returning he said that he was as bad as ever: the cure had been a failure. In the course of his walk he had been in a country lane with trees on either side, in which he had been uncomfortable; there he had come across a child; and this encounter had finished him: he had to turn and come home. He then said that a wooded lane was always a difficult place for him; he further said that he could travel in a train only if he got a corner seat: he could not sit on a middle seat. He was instructed in the method of thinking back, and next day he told this story: Some ten years before he had been an engineer in charge of a tropical railway. He lived for months almost alone beside the railway in a lane in the jungle-in a wooded lane. One day when he was recovering from an attack of malaria he had an unpleasant interview with a subordinate. He shook because he was weak from his illness, was aware that his face showed tremor, and conceived the idea that the other man thought he was afraid. He was ashamed of this, and knew that for some time after when he had to give orders he did so with his face averted in case it would show tremor. In the gradual development of his illness, these facts had become overlain by secondary symptoms, and in the original history they were missed; but after the removal of these secondary symptoms by persuasion, he still had 'the primary difficulty of showing his face in a place where the associations were strong. Hence he could not meet the child in the lane; hence he preferred the corner seat in a train, for there one can hide one's face with a book or paper, in a middle seat only if one makes oneself bore conspicuous ihan ever. Next day he went in the lanes and in the middle seat of a train, and his other symptoms again disappeared.
Attention to detail in the history will in a very simple way often destroy the inhibitory beliefs which are preventing the patient from being a useful member of society. The following case, though it occurred in the Army, is really a civilian case. lIt is of a kind that was common twenty years ago, that will becomiie common again, one of the class of post-influeiczal neurasthenias.
Case V.-The patient was a boy of public school type, who enlisted in Septemaber, 1914, and trained till Christmas, when he had influenza, followed by nervous breakdown, which continued for eighteen months. He was discharged from the Army in April, 1915. He was very depressed, could do no work and wished he were dead. With great care and prolonged rest he recovered sufficiently by the autumn of 1916 to take up work in an office, and to re-enlist in July, 1917. He'continued to do well till May, 1918, when he was attacked again by influenza.i This was followed by a recurrence of the old symptoms, and when he came under care in Augusthe felt that he would soon be as bad as ever; he wished he were dead and contemplated suicide. This sort of case was common in the great influenza years of the nineties, and was then usually ascribed to some effect of the toxin of the disease on the nerve centres; and this boy had been assured that he was one of those who could not stand the influenza poison. Nevertheless he returned to duty, feeling quite well two weeks after coming under care, all that was done being to take his history. The salient points were these: At the original attack he was hotne on leave; a telegram was sent to his unit to say he was too ill to travel. The police called to verify this. He was overwhelmed with shame, thought he was being looked on as a fraud, got up and returned to the camp, where he was put in bed for a few days. On the journey he thought all eyes were turned on the deserter. After about a week he went on parade and collapsed, his legs giving way under him. When he got to the parade ground he felt that everyone could see through the miserable pretence of his illness and that he 'was irretrievably disgraced. Now it might be said that the influenza toxin was enough to account for all this. He had got up too soon, he fell because he was weak, and one feels more emotional if one is weak.
Socaething however happened that day which makes this view iuntenable. He was carried off the parade ground in the morning, in the afternoon he took a ten-mile walk. .As soon as these facts were put into juxtaposition, the patient saw that no influenza toxic theory would account for the two halves of that day. He saw that the walk was undertaken to escape as far as possible from the scene of his shame, and that shame was the cause of the ensuing eighteen months of misery. He saw that his recent symptoms were due to fear and that there was no reason why they should continue. He offered to return to duty in a couple of days, but was!kept for two weeks for safety.
It is hoped that these examples may help to show that psychological treatment is neither so impossible nor so tedious as sonie have been maintaining, that the neuroses are not meaningless conglomerations of symptoms, but the expression of well defined anxiety, that the prevention of relapse is bound up with the discovery of this anxiety and with its abolition or perception by the patient' in another light.
The hidden memories are often not buried deeply, but they are not lying on the surface.
It may be pointed out that none of these patients showed a sexual complex. They were all relieved of their troubles without touchilg on this aspect; and as was suggested in the case of C. P., it would have been easy to have insisted on a sexual origin. It is safe to say that a follower of Freud on finding that the series of faintings had begun immediately after the father's death, would have pursued this clue. Whether he would ultimately have insisted on the validity of the father complex or not is immaterial. If he had he would have missed the point; if in the end he had not, much harm would in the meantime have been done. The case is a warning that there should be no preliminary prejudices about the nature of the complex to be discovered. This is not to,say that a sexual complex is not a frequent cause of a neurosis, but that there are many other powerful instincts, which have their effect in the production of these conditions. I have to thank Major Worth, R.A.M.C., for permission to quote the military cases in this paper.
